Name: __________ __________  

Citation Group Assignment

1. To __________ is to name the people from whom you drew your ideas; to __________ is to record where you found your ideas.

2. Define plagiarism:

3. Name two of the ways *The DK Handbook* says you can avoid plagiarism:

4. Why don't you need to cite “common” knowledge or facts?

5. Name two things *The DK Handbook* says should be cited:

6. How does keeping a working bibliography as you do research and write help you?

7. What are the differences between quoting, summarizing, and paraphrasing?

8. When you cannot offer an argument with your own words, what are two ways quoting from others adds to your work:

9. Name at least two differences that block quotes have from regular quotes:

10. Name two important aspects of a summary:

11. Why is a paraphrase more detailed than a summary?